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From:                                         AGO CAP <ago.cap@vermont.gov>
Sent:                                           Thursday, May 14, 2020 3:13 PM
To:                                               AGO - CAP
Subject:                                     CAP Complaint
 
EXTERNAL SENDER: Do not open a�achments or click on links unless you recognize and trust the
sender.

The following CAP complaint was submi�ed:

Your First
Name

Samuel

Your Last
Name

Wood

Confirma�on
Number

WB20-00484

Your E-Mail
Address

Your
Day�me
Phone

Day�me
Phone Type

Mobile

Your Age

I am a...

Your Mailing
Address

Your City Ashland

Your State NH

Your Zip
Code

03217

Your
Alternate
Phone

Alternate
Phone Type

Mobile

Is your
complaint
about:

An automobile dealer
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Business
Name or
Person's First
Name

Auto source direct llc

Business
Phone (1)

(802) 497-1845

Phone (1)
Type

Other

Business
Phone (2)

8027770461

Phone (2)
Type

Mobile

Business
Address

574 prim road

Business City Colchester

Business
State

VT

Business Zip
Code

05446

Business
Website/URL

h�ps://www.autosourcevt.com/

Is your
complaint
about a
vehicle you
purchased?

Yes

What is the
year of your
vehicle?

2012

What is the
make and
model of
your
vehicle?

Honda Civic

Is the vehicle
new or
used?

Used

When was 05092020
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the vehicle
purchased?

What was
the purchase
price?

around $7000

Vehicle
mileage at
�me of
purchase:

124000

Current
mileage on
the vehicle:

12400

Did you
receive a
Buyer's
Guide
document
with the
vehicle?

No

Which of the
following
apply to the
vehicle?

Other

Descrip�on we purchased the car on a Saturday and were told they would send it out on
Monday to us sense we live in NH and ig needed an inspec�on and they had no
mechanic that day. Well Monday comes around we send a text to check in and they
say its behind schedule on ly have 1 mechanic so okay we wait a bit then they say
our driver is going home sick okay so we weight so they can find a solu�on then they
told us it take a week to get the part we had no idea it needed a part this sketched
us put and we asked for our money back. They agreed to do so and said they would
cancel wit  the finacing company come to find out they never
canceled with them so I called them and canceled. A�er this we inquired about the
$1000 down payment the dealership was going to give us back and we have been
met with lie a�er lie sense one day it was supposed to be here never came asked
again they said it was going through then they say the card is canceled wich it wasn't
at the �me but has sense been canceled to protect me and my girlfriend from
loosing money. They then said they wouldn't give it to us because we wrote a bad
review about them 

 Wich is completely unprofessional and they are saying they won't let us put of the
deal now due to the bad reviews. I called  to see if the deal was s�ll
live and they said no its been completely canceled like it never happend. And when I
called the dealership telling them that they tried telling me I was lying to them so I
called  and they once again confirmed it was canceled. Now I am
worried they might try to forge me and my girlfriends signature to restart the deal
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and would like that definitely not to happen we were never in possession of the
vehicle. They also never gave us back our bank statements paystubs or mail we
provided them to do the finacing as they were just supposed to make copies and
have copies of our license. I have tried to be polite and sort it out with a guy named
Kris there and he just says I'm lying and hangs up.  I am not wan�ng
to have a screwy dealership ruin my credit a�er agreeing to back out of the deal.
They also as of right now put the vehicle back on there website please help me out
this has been incredible frustra�ng for me and my girlfriend

Amount of
loss:

$1000

How would
you like this
ma�er to be
resolved?

my money back as well as a formal apology from the dealership and a 100%
guarantee my credit won't be affected and monthly payments won't be taken out of
a car we don't have and never did have

Incident
Date

5/14/2020 12:00:00 AM
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From:
To: Consumer
Cc:
Subject: Car purchase, Auto Source Direct
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 3:38:35 PM

EXTERNAL SENDER: Do not open attachments or click on links unless you recognize and trust the sender.

May 9th bought a car from Auto Source Direct in Colchester, Vermont. The car has been towed twice for break
downs, regarding the cooling system. The car is  and has been at the dealer over a month, nothing has been done to
repair it. Financing through , and the car dealer state that
Auto Source Direct sent a check to  to pay off the loan. The check allegedly can not be cashed
without  authorization. They also owe $1000 to John for a down payment  he put on the car. Contacting them has
resulted in no response. Thankyou Shasta and John Dailey

Sent from my iPad
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On Sep 28, 2020, at 4:50 PM, Krystal Whitney  wrote: 

Hello Lisa,  

 

Basically what happened with the car was a variety of things. When I first bought the vehicle nothing 
was explained to me, I was told that they were giving me enough trade in for my vehicle that the 
warranty they provided was covered and not going to be tied into the loan. That was a lie and they 
added gap insurance without asking. My $6,700 loan was then made to be $14,000 through them 
adding an extended warranty and gap insurance. I test drive the vehicle before purchasing and noticed 
the passenger side seat buckle clip was missing. I said something to them and they said they would fix it 
before I picked it up the next day. I signed all the paperwork the next day and my car still didn’t have the 
buckle, I was also never given any copies of anything including the fact that I never received my 
registration from the dealership. After the seat buckle there have been many issues with the car 
including brake calipers, the vehicle smoking while driving it, engine seals, reverse cable snapping, clutch 
sticking and plenty more. The dealership was at first working with me when I expressed understanding 
my rights as a consumer to get out of the vehicle. The salesman that initially sold me the car is no longer 
employed there so I was working with a different salesman than the one who I initially worked with. This 
salesman understood my frustration and expressed that they were going to do a collateral loan for my 
car for another car they had on the lot. That was given a whole of time and then eventually I went to 
them for the clutch issue and the salesman informed me that I should call a lawyer because the manager 
has the final say and with the other car they were going to put me in having an airbag light magically 
turn on the day I was supposed to pick it up that they would most likely not put me in that car. Being 
frustrated I asked to speak with the manager, in my meeting the manager called me a liar and wouldn’t 
even look at me. He said he would call me back before he left at 5. He never called me. I called the 
dealership at 4 from north hearing from him to find out he left already and the salesman told me he 
would reach out to the manager to call me but he never did. I had to bring my car to the dodge 
dealership for them to look into my broken clutch and had to pay for a rental car due to the fact that the 
dealership I bought my car from refused to give me a loaner car even though they were the ones that 
had me bring it there.  

 
 I an also  

and every time I brought a  in with me I was treated differently then if I was there by myself. I 
have owned this car for about two months now. I have been fighting to get out of the car since the 
second week I got into it. There is so much more I could put but at this point that is all I can give. What I 
want as an outcome from this is for them to take the car back and get me out of my loan. I no longer 
want them to give me a different car. I just want the money I gave to them back to go toward a down 
payment for a new vehicle  with the unreliable vehicle I now have. I also want them 
to reimburse me for the rental car that I had to pay for. I don’t have any paperwork at all from any of 
this, no initial paperwork including information about my loan or my registration, I never received any 
paperwork to show what work they have done on my vehicle either. I just want to get out of this unsafe 
vehicle and be done with auto source direct. My contact information is either the email 
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 or by phone . The dealership is auto source direct  I 
worked with Carlos and Chris is the manager. They can be reached by phone at 8024971845.   

Another resolution that I am looking for is to get out of the $14,000 loan that was taken out through 
financing this vehicle. Having this loan for this vehicle  and one that I don’t see fair 
to me having with me no longer having the vehicle and not feeling safe in driving the vehicle. I can’t 
keep this loan as it will effect my credit score negatively and lessen my chances to get into a safe vehicle 
once this is all over with   .   

 

Thank you so much again for your time, 

 

Krystal Whitney  

Sent from my iPhone 
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Intake #WB20-00634 

Received Date: 06/19/2020 

Incident Date: 06/19/2020 

Consumer:  

Jaret Chagnon 
 

Winooski, VT 05404 
 

       
 
Business: 

Auto Source Direct 
(Poulin) 
574 Prim Road 
Colchester, VT 05446 
khris@autosourcevt.com 
(802) 497-1845 

 
Description of Complaint:  
 
Hello, 
 
I bought a 2007 GMC Sierra 1500 from Auto Source Direct in Colchester VT on 6/8/20. I financed my 
purchased through the dealership with . However, they did not give me a 
purchase and sale agreement or financing paperwork.    
Since 6/8/20 I have had to bring it to the dealership two separate times for two different issues. I 
continue to have issues with the vehicle. I learned they cut the emergency brake prior to selling me the 
truck, which means the new inspection sticker they put on a day later is not legitimate.  Also, the date, 
model and odometer reading are all inaccurate on the inspection sticker. Lastly, the odometer reading is 
3000 miles more than what is listed on the VT DMV registration form. The Buyers Guide does say it is an 
"As Is" sale. However, the salesperson verbally told me and my parents that there is a a 60 day and/or 
3000 mile warranty on the truck. I am certain I have not driven 3000 miles in a week and a half as I live 
and work in the Winooski area. 
I am very concerned about what else is wrong with this truck and the fact that I have received no 
paperwork.  It seems the dealership has been dishonest and/deceptive in selling me this truck. I would 
like to return the truck and cancel my finance agreement. 
 
Can you please provide me with guidance in this matter? 
 
Thank you. 
Jaret Chagnon 
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From: AGO CAP
To: AGO - CAP
Subject: CAP Complaint
Date: Tuesday, October 6, 2020 7:15:32 PM

EXTERNAL SENDER: Do not open attachments or click on links unless you recognize
and trust the sender.

The following CAP complaint was submitted:

Your First
Name

Angel

Your Last
Name

Mercure

Confirmation
Number

WB20-01083

Your E-Mail
Address

Your
Daytime
Phone

Daytime
Phone Type

Mobile

Your Age

What is the
name of your
business?

Your Mailing
Address

Your City South Burlington

Your State VT

Your Zip
Code

05403

Is your
complaint
about:

An automobile dealer

Business
Name or
Person's
First Name

Auto Source Direct Kristpher

Person's Last
Name

Poulin
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Business
Phone (1)

802-479-1845

Phone (1)
Type

Office

Business
Address

574 Prim Rd

Business City Colchester

Business
State

VT

Business Zip
Code

05446

Business
Website/URL

autosourcedirect.com

Is your
complaint
about a
vehicle you
purchased?

Yes

What is the
year of your
vehicle?

2010

What is the
make and
model of
your vehicle?

Chevy

Is the vehicle
new or used?

Used

Where did
the vehicle
receive its
last state
inspection?

Auto source direct

Inspection
sticker
number, date
and color:

Green #1 January 2020

When was
the vehicle
purchased?

February 14th 2020

What was the
purchase
price?

3200
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Vehicle
mileage at
time of
purchase:

112000

Current
mileage on
the vehicle:

120000

Did you
receive a
Buyer's
Guide
document
with the
vehicle?

Yes

Which of the
following
apply to the
vehicle?

Other

Description When I drove my car off the lot on February 14th, I gave Auto Source
Direct $1000, which brought the initial amount from $3200 to $2200.
Beginning in April I paid $300 a month, I did miss one payment, but after
communication, that payment was made up in July. I left work the
beginning of September to find my car gone. Upon speaking with Kris
Poulin, he informed me that I was behind on payments, and needs to give
him $2300 to get my car back. For about 2 weeks, I called and Kris didn't
call me back, I felt as though he was dodging my attempts to reach him. I
made 1 $300 payment in cash, the rest were all done through my debit card.
Auto Source Direct has both of my card numbers, and have taken payments
continuously! This morning, 10/06/20 I found my car on facebook
marketplace for sale. The selling price is $2200. Again I've tried several
times to reach Kris today, with absolutely no response!

Amount of
loss:

3200

How would
you like this
matter to be
resolved?

I would like to be refunded the money for my car that I no longer have

Please list
any
documents
you have
available
related to
this
complaint
(and attach

Purchase/sales contract
Buyer's Guide
Finance contract
Repair Orders
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copies at the
end of this
form, or
mail/fax
them to us)

Incident Date 9/2/2020 12:00:00 AM
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From: AGO CAP
To: AGO - CAP
Subject: CAP Complaint
Date: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 5:02:03 PM

EXTERNAL SENDER: Do not open attachments or click on links unless you recognize
and trust the sender.

The following CAP complaint was submitted:

Your First
Name

Dustin

Your Last
Name

Anderson

Confirmation
Number

WB20-01367

Your E-Mail
Address

Your
Daytime
Phone

Daytime
Phone Type

Mobile

Your Age

I am a...

Your Mailing
Address

Your City Richmond

Your State VT

Your Zip
Code

05477

Is your
complaint
about:

An automobile dealer

Business
Name or
Person's
First Name

Auto source direct

Business
Phone (1)

(802)497-1845

Phone (1)
Type

Office
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Business E-
Mail Address

Autosourcedirect802@gmail.com

Business
Address

574 prim rd

Business City Colchester

Business
State

VT

Business Zip
Code

05446

Business
Website/URL

http://www.autosourcevt.com/

Is your
complaint
about a
vehicle you
purchased?

Yes

What is the
year of your
vehicle?

2017

What is the
make and
model of
your vehicle?

Mazda 3touring

Is the vehicle
new or used?

Used

Where did
the vehicle
receive its
last state
inspection?

It did but came up that there is a recall

When was
the vehicle
purchased?

November17 2020

What was the
purchase
price?

14750 out the door price he said

Vehicle
mileage at
time of
purchase:

63,503

Current
mileage on

64,000
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the vehicle:

Did you
receive a
Buyer's
Guide
document
with the
vehicle?

No

Which of the
following
apply to the
vehicle?

Service Contract (purchased warranty)

Description We first went here to buy a vehicle cash no payment was looking for an suv
 he said he had some to stop by so we did when we

got there he said we’re you guys for any chance thinking about financing a
vehicle  he said let me work my magic
asked how much we had for a downpaymebt we said 5,200 he said cool I
will just have to have my coworker run your card the first day they could
only take 2500 so then he said don’t worry about anything rest your heads
assured that If the bank didn’t approve that they would do it so. the next day
they told us that paperwork was done that they were going to run the card
for the remainder of 5200 which we had if needed for a deposit not set on as
we wanted to spend all of it but they said that that what the bank wants for
the down payment and it’s already all put in the system that we couldn’t
receive our refund back there no option for them to get it out of the bank so I
was mad already cause we sat there all day be for just that we were suppose
to just sign the papers well they didn’t go as planned when I came in the
business to see what’s going on my girlfriend had informed for that Carlos
the sales rep told her that she could sign for me cause we have been together
more then 7 years it’s common law so I was furious and when we were
leaving I asked Ashley where are all the paperwork that you signed because
I want to take a look at it. She stated that he said he would have the
paperwork for us the following day. The next day when we returned because
he said that he promised us in oil change in other things that needed to be
done on the car for that day that we were there when we returned there The
next day he said oh him we can’t do the oil change today because it
scheduled they only do it on Wednesdays or something like that so then we
had to bring the car back in the Wednesday coming and still today has a oil
change or anything has been done on that car that they had promised. When
I went into ask where the paperwork is That Ashley had signed because I
don’t know what the agreement was I now then looked at the paperwork and
seen that my signatures were signed and that we were agreed to a longer
contract a longer Monthly payment and we have an agreement that Was
made that we still owe them more of a deposit that we had miscellaneous
fees Filing fees extended warranty fees and some other fees that he said that
that’s all fees That dealers put on that’s what keeps Their Business going.
So when me and Ashley got home we were talking and I asked her how he
came up with these numbers because it is way out of our affordable range
which clearly states with our incomes that we gave him that he went off of
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can call me at my phone number  greatly appreciate it

Amount of
loss:

Well haven’t figured it yet

How would
you like this
matter to be
resolved?

I would like to take this action further so they can’t do this again

Please list
any
documents
you have
available
related to
this
complaint
(and attach
copies at the
end of this
form, or
mail/fax
them to us)

Purchase/sales contract

Incident Date 12/15/2020 12:00:00 AM
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about:

Business
Name or
Person's
First Name

Poulin Auto

Business
Phone (1)

8024768159

Phone (1)
Type

Office

Business
Address

473 East Barre Road

Business City Barre

Business
State

VT

Business Zip
Code

05641

Business
Website/URL

https://www.poulinautosales.com/

Is your
complaint
about a
vehicle you
purchased?

Yes

What is the
year of your
vehicle?

2014

What is the
make and
model of
your vehicle?

KIA Soul

Is the vehicle
new or used?

Used

Where did
the vehicle
receive its
last state
inspection?

Poulin

When was
the vehicle
purchased?

2020

What was the
purchase

15000
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From: AGO CAP
To: AGO - CAP
Subject: CAP Complaint FYI DMV enforcement
Date: Tuesday, March 30, 2021 10:20:47 PM

EXTERNAL SENDER: Do not open attachments or click on links unless you recognize
and trust the sender.

The following CAP complaint was submitted:

Your First
Name

jaret

Your Last
Name

chagnon

Confirmation
Number

WB21-00339

Your E-Mail
Address

Your
Daytime
Phone

Daytime
Phone Type

Mobile

Your Mailing
Address

Your City winooski

Your State VT

Your Zip
Code

05404

Is your
complaint
about:

An automobile dealer

Business
Name or
Person's
First Name

Auto Source Direct

Person's Last
Name

Poulan

Business
Phone (1)

802-497-1845

Phone (1)
Type

Office
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Business
Address

574 Prim Rd

Business City Colchester

Business
State

VT

Business Zip
Code

05446

Business
Website/URL

autosourcevt.com

Is your
complaint
about a
vehicle you
purchased?

Yes

What is the
year of your
vehicle?

2007

What is the
make and
model of
your vehicle?

GMC Sierra

Is the vehicle
new or used?

Used

Where did
the vehicle
receive its
last state
inspection?

Auto Source Direct

Inspection
sticker
number, date
and color:

6/11/2020 Yellow 6

When was
the vehicle
purchased?

June 8 2020

What was the
purchase
price?

10,850

Vehicle
mileage at
time of
purchase:

62,531
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Current
mileage on
the vehicle:

75,209

Did you
receive a
Buyer's
Guide
document
with the
vehicle?

No

Which of the
following
apply to the
vehicle?

I'm not sure

Description I purchased the 2007 Sierra in June 2020. When I purchased the vehicle they
put a fresh inspection sticker on also the emergency brake was non
functional, the tire sensor was on. I called them and they said they would fix
these problems for me. They then told me to bring it in they fixed the tire
sensor. After this was all done I thought that everything was okay with the
vehicle. Then in November I brought the vehicle to my mechanic for an oil
change and while up on the lift they notice that the frame was rotted. I then
asked them how long it would take for something to get that bad and they
said awhile, and the vehicle was inspected 5 months before. Then they went
on to tell me that this vehicle would have never passed a Vermont
inspection. At this point I went right back to the dealership and showed
them. They said that they didn't see anything when they inspected the
vehicle but he would find a replacement vehicle for me. They told me that
they would give me what I owe on my loan and then refinance the new
vehicle. From that point on I had a hard time getting a hold of them, I would
reach out several times a week i would even go in to talk to him and he
wouldn't be there. Then every time they said they had a vehicle I would
make an appointment with my mechanic and the vehicles ether weren't
ready to be driven or they would be sold. This last time I go there I speak
with the owners wife the story changed and now I was going to have to
purchased a newer vehicle and she mentioned that they would only give me
the trade in value and that I would have to cover the rest on top of a new
loan.

Amount of
loss:

9,905.89

How would
you like this
matter to be
resolved?

I would just like the amount of the total loan back so that i can go do
business with a more replical dealership

Incident Date 6/8/2020 12:00:00 AM
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From: Office of the Vermont Attorney General
To: AGO - CAP; 
Subject: CAP Complaint Form Submission
Date: Wednesday, December 15, 2021 2:27:42 PM

EXTERNAL SENDER: Do not open attachments or click on links unless you recognize
and trust the sender.

First Name Donna

Last Name Farnsworth

Email

Daytime
Phone

Daytime
Phone
Type

Mobile

Address

City Winooski

State VT

Zip Code 05404

Your Age

Is your
complaint
about:

Automotive dealer

Business
Address

574 prim Rd Colchester VT 05446

Business
Name or
Person's
First Name

Auto source direct. /Chris poulin

Business
City

Colchester

Person's
Last Name

Poulin

Business
State

VT

Business
Zip Code

05446
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Business
Phone (1)

18024971845

Phone (1)
Type

Other

Is your
complaint
about a
vehicle you
purchased?

Yes

What is the
year of
your
vehicle?

2016

What is the
make and
model of
your
vehicle?

Chevy trax

Is the
vehicle new
or used?

Used

Where did
the vehicle
receive its
last state
inspection?

Auto source direct

Inspection
sticker
number,
date and
color

10 blue

When was
the vehicle
purchased?

10/2021 

What was
the
purchase
price?

14889.00

Vehicle
mileage at
time of

10052
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purchase

Current
mileage on
the vehicle

203,000

Which of
the
following
apply to
the
vehicle?

Dealer limited warranty

Please
Describe
Your
Complaint

Financed a 2012 equinox from them before they inspected it not even a year later rotted I
got a flat tire went to a garage and jack went through rocker panel, showed Chris pictures
and bought Bondo in he decided to put me in the track day after check engine light came
on the put sea foam in it had me drive it went back in forth over a month inspection ran
out had me continue driving it then weeks later said it was catalytic converter he said
wrong part came in approximately a month in half later they installed converter did
inspection , they failed to fix light i informed them about and tire sensor light on
inspection sticker license plate number does not match mine they put me in a loner car it
had no plate broke down in Rd , it took me month s to get plates for the equinox because
DMV said the had listed different prices still haven't gotten any paperwork from DMV
on the Trax  drove back and forth daily to be promised it would be fixed
that day day would come never got in garage went on months

Amount of
Loss

$2000 estimate

Incident
Date

December 16, 2021

How would
you like
this matter
to be
resolved?

Get money back I lost out on and for them to acknowledge what they did I texted him he
says don't threaten him
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From: Office of the Vermont Attorney General
To: AGO - CAP; 
Subject: CAP Complaint Form Submission
Date: Monday, January 10, 2022 2:51:18 PM

EXTERNAL SENDER: Do not open attachments or click on links unless you recognize
and trust the sender.

First Name Matthew

Last Name kemp

Email

Daytime Phone

Daytime Phone Type Mobile

Alternative Phone

Alternative Phone Type Mobile

Address

City South Burlington

State VT

Zip Code 05403

Your Age

I am a... (Select all that
apply)

Is your complaint about: Automotive dealer

Business Address Prim road

Business Name or Person's
First Name

Auto source direct

Business City Colchester

Person's Last Name Poulin

Business State VT

Business E-Mail Address

Business Zip Code 05403

Is your complaint about a
vehicle you purchased?

Yes
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What is the year of your
vehicle?

2014

What is the make and
model of your vehicle?

Gmc sierra

Is the vehicle new or used? Used

Where did the vehicle
receive its last state
inspection?

They were suppose to and didnt

Inspection sticker number,
date and color

No sticker

When was the vehicle
purchased?

4 months ago

What was the purchase
price?

25k

Vehicle mileage at time of
purchase

93k

Current mileage on the
vehicle

100+

Which of the following
apply to the vehicle?

Service Contract (purchased warranty)

Please Describe Your
Complaint

Khris was suppose to fix my truck if I purchased it, I mistakenly took it,
now been 4 months still with no working truck.
No inspection sticker.
Tires are beyond unsafe 

 average about 5,000
dollars I've lost out on because he can't fix my truck at all

Amount of Loss 5000

Incident Date January 10, 2022

How would you like this
matter to be resolved?

I want my truck fixed at a different shop, khris to pay for it, and to
reimburse me for  due to him not sticking to his agreement!
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From: Office of the Vermont Attorney General
To: AGO - CAP; 
Subject: CAP Complaint Form Submission
Date: Tuesday, March 1, 2022 2:49:02 PM

EXTERNAL SENDER: Do not open attachments or click on links unless you recognize
and trust the sender.

First Name Faye

Last Name Longo

Email

Daytime
Phone

Daytime
Phone Type

Mobile

Address

City South Royalton

State VT

Zip Code 05068

Your Age

I am a...
(Select all
that apply)

Is your
complaint
about:

Automotive dealer

Business
Address

574 Prim Road

Business
Name or
Person's
First Name

Auto Source Direct - Chris

Business City Colchester

Business
State

VT

Business E-
Mail Address

todd@autosourcevt.com
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Business Zip
Code

05446

Business
Phone (1)

8024971845

Phone (1)
Type

Office

Business
Website/URL

https://www.autosourcevt.com/

Is your
complaint
about a
vehicle you
purchased?

Yes

What is the
year of your
vehicle?

2011

What is the
make and
model of
your vehicle?

Chevy Silverado 1500

Is the vehicle
new or used?

Used

Where did
the vehicle
receive its
last state
inspection?

VT

Inspection
sticker
number, date
and color

station #11308, inspected 11/10/21, Blue 12

When was
the vehicle
purchased?

1/31/2022

What was the
purchase
price?

$16410.00/$18045.54 total

Vehicle
mileage at
time of

44857
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purchase

Current
mileage on
the vehicle

46447

Which of the
following
apply to the
vehicle?

AS-IS (no warranty)

Please
Describe
Your
Complaint

I was reluctant to purchase this truck. Chris, the sales person (and who I believe is the
owner of this establishment) told me that he would personally put me in "another
truck" if I was not happy. He said this in front of witnesses. The day after I purchased
the truck, I brought it to my mechanic (Montpelier Auto Clinic). I experienced a
concerning shake while driving at highway speeds. My mechanic wasn't able to fit it in
that day but they did do a quick once over and noticed that the truck had 3 different
tires on it, one had two plugs in it. They identified this as a possible cause for the
shaking. That day (2/1) Shane called Chris about the tires all being
different and the truck shaking badly when it reaches highway speeds. Chris said he'd
order 4 new tires and put them on. This happened on speaker phone before even
leaving Montpelier Auto Clinic and staff there heard the entire conversation! Then we
didn't hear from Chris for about a week and when Shane and I did reach Chris again
(on 2/8) Chris told us to bring the truck up Friday (2/11) any time after noon and get
the new tires on. Shane  (we live in
South Royalton, so it's about a 1.5 to 2 hour drive) and on the way there, the shaking in
the truck was so bad it literally busted the back window out of the truck cap! 
When Shane arrived at Auto Source Direct on Prim Road in Colchester that Friday
2/11/2022, he informed the people there what had happened (the shaking and the
window blowing out) and why he was there (to get the 4 new tires mounted). Nobody
knew he was coming, and they (Jeff who identified themselves as a salesman and
maybe Steve who identified as a mechanic) acted like they had no idea what Shane
was talking about. Shane waited there for 3-4 hours, and all the mechanics did was
rotate tires and put on another used, unmatching tire! Which didn't fix the shaking, and
didn't address the original concern (that the tires were all different), and wasn't what
Chris promised (4 new matching tires). Shane also asked them to test drive it, so they
could check the shaking themselves and Jeff said "no" that "it should be fine". 
Shane literally called back the minute he got the truck on the interstate after leaving
their facility Friday (2/11 at 3:52pm) because the shaking was just as bad, it was not
ok. At that time, Jeff said the issue could be any number of things (they were unable to
reach Chris as he was "out looking at houses with his wife". So Shane stopped at our
mechanic’s once again where he discovered that the "new" tires were 3 unmatched
tires that were just moved around and another used one to replace the tire that had two
plugs in it. 
I emailed Chris pretty much everything I've written above on 2/15 through their
website because I could not reach him any other way. I let him know that we had
scheduled a complete walk through of the truck with our mechanic for that Thursday in
the hopes of identifying exactly what was wrong and that I expected him to hold up his
end of the bargain (4 new matching tires put on the truck and aligned). I received a
generic email back and Chris called me and left me a message (I couldn't answer when
he called because I was on a conference call at work) asking me to call him back. I was
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unable to get back to him because everytime I tried to call the phone would ring
several times an dthen just beep or I got a message that my call could not be completed
as dialed. I responded to the email I'd received from them and let them know this and
asked them to call me back and provided my number (I have copies of all of these
correspondences and call logs on mine  phones show all the attempted
calls). Since then I have heard nothing. 
Montpelier Auto Clinic has provided me with a list of issues causing this severe and
unsafe shaking. That list includes: steering wheel off-center, front tires are choppy &
worn out on the inside edge, power steering rack bushings have a lot of play,
recommend the bushings, 2 new tires on front to match back and an alignment. 

I'm feeling very frustrated that we haven't been able to fix this, especially since we
shared our concerns with the dealer the day after the purchase! I would really like to
come to an amicable conclusion. I'm not asking for the cap window to be replaced or

. I'm just asking for the Chris to do what he said
he would do and address the shaking.

Please call, text, or email me anytime that works for you so we can talk.
 I know we can

find a solution here.

Amount of
Loss

$3500 - $5000

Incident Date February 1, 2022

How would
you like this
matter to be
resolved?

I would like AutoSource to uphold their verbal agreement and address the issues
identified by my Mechanic: fix the bushings (rack and pinion), 2 new tires on front to
match the back, and an alignment.
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From: Office of the Vermont Attorney General
To: AGO - CAP; 
Subject: CAP Complaint Form Submission
Date: Tuesday, March 8, 2022 3:09:18 PM

EXTERNAL SENDER: Do not open attachments or click on links unless you recognize
and trust the sender.

First Name Talya

Last Name Shaw

Email

Daytime
Phone

Daytime
Phone
Type

Mobile

Alternative
Phone

Alternative
Phone
Type

Mobile

Address

City White River Jct

State VT

Zip Code 05001

Your Age

Is your
complaint
about:

Automotive dealer

Business
Address

574 Prim Rd

Business
Name or
Person's
First Name

Auto Source Direct

Business
City

Colchester

Person's Devoid
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Last Name

Business
State

VT

Business
Zip Code

05446

Business
Phone (1)

8024971845

Phone (1)
Type

Office

Is your
complaint
about a
vehicle you
purchased?

Yes

What is the
year of
your
vehicle?

2014

What is the
make and
model of
your
vehicle?

Kia Sorento

Is the
vehicle new
or used?

Used

Where did
the vehicle
receive its
last state
inspection?

Vermont

Inspection
sticker
number,
date and
color

12 December Blue

When was
the vehicle
purchased?

02/28/2022

What was $6,500
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the
purchase
price?

Vehicle
mileage at
time of
purchase

151,778

Current
mileage on
the vehicle

151,961

Which of
the
following
apply to
the
vehicle?

I'm not sure

Please
Describe
Your
Complaint

On 02/28/2022 I bought a 2014 Kia Sorento from Auto Source Direct in Colchester VT.
Not even 6 hours after purchasing the vehicle it had overheated, the next day the cars
check engine light came on flashing and lost all power and went into limp mode and I
informed the dealer on the issues. On Wednesday 03/02/2022 I took the car to my
mechanic and they informed me that the car needed a new motor and that the motor was
junk. I immediately informed the dealership and the sales person (Jeffrey Devoid) of
what was going on and he had reassured me that they were going to either refund my
money or make things right. On Thursday 03/03/2022 we dropped the car off at
dealership and they said they were going to put a new motor in the vehicle and make
their own diagnosis on the vehicle and get ahold of the warranty company. Since then I
have gotten no information on the supposed warranty they put on my car, no information
on the car at all and I have been ignored everytime I try and check in.

Amount of
Loss

$6,500

Incident
Date

February 28, 2022

How would
you like
this matter
to be
resolved?

I would like to either get my money back or have a new motor put into the vehicle.
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